Safe, secure, and fast digital lending with signNow for TurnKey Lender

TurnKey Lender provides AI-driven risk assessment, decision management, and digital lending process automation software and services for businesses ranging from lending companies, banks, and credit unions to alternative lenders, healthcare companies, and retailers.

As a business in the digital era, even before the onset of the global pandemic, it was essential for TurnKey Lender to allow lenders to conduct business remotely. By integrating with signNow, TurnKey Lender was able to offer their customers an intuitive signing solution within their lending platform.

Why signNow?

- Ability to enable lenders to conduct legal activities online
  - Send and securely sign documents related to merchant relations, peer-to-peer investors relations, and loan agreement signing
- Optimize digital experience that now includes e-signature
  - Speed up the signature cycle with e-signature, reduce document errors, and go paperless

Results achieved with signNow:

- Enhanced the end-to-end platform with legally-binding e-signatures
- Facilitated a seamless & flexible digital lending process
- Reduced loan approval lifecycles from weeks to hours
- Delivered a safe and intuitive e-signing experience to lenders & borrowers

Our goal, at TurnKey Lender, is to enable fair crediting worldwide by lowering the lending industry entry barrier with intelligent, easy-to-use, and affordable software. Meaningful partnerships with industry-leading providers (like the one we have with signNow) help us make sure all the lending automation needs of a business are addressed from a single TurnKey Lender solution.
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